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Flora Nwapa (Nwakuche), novelist, short story and children's

book write r, publisher, is best known as Nigeria's first woman
nove l ist and the first African woman writer to publish a nov e l in
Eng li sh (Etu ru 1966).

Although early crit i cs of African
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literature did not recognize the significance of her work, Nwapa
now is widely praised for her ability to adapt the English
language to capture the flavor of the Igbo idiom.
0

Nwapa brings

"1

a fresh perspective ca. traditional west Africa n culture and
modern Nigeria to readers of African literature by exploring a
woman's point of view; furthermore, her use of the oral tradition
and the folk language of village women reflects a commitment to
create literature from the orature of her foremothers.
Nwapa, the eldest of six children, was born in the l ake
village of Oguta, Imo State, East Central Nigeria, the area in
which most of her writings take place .

As a child, she was

surrounded by village women who told tales and sang songs, and
she freely admits that these women, including her own mother,
have informed her art. This influence is eviden t in all of
Nwapa's work, which has been called by critic Prema Nandakumar
"an expansion of an African tale."

Nwapa left Oguta to finish her

schooling, first in the coastal town of Port Harcourt and later
~

in Lagos, the capital. After receiving her B.A. from(\ University
of Ibadan, she went to Edinburgh University, Scot land , for her
2

Diploma in Education.

On her return to Nigeria, she served as

Woman Education officer in Calabar and began teaching in Eastern
Nigeria .
All Nwapa's writings center on the ro l e of wo men in Nigerian
society--whether urban or rural. Her earliest wor ks are based in
the rural village of her childhood but lat er works have branched
out into the hectic world of Lagos. Nwapa's concern for women's
rights and position in Nigerian society is apparent i n her
comments on her reasons for writing: "Flora Nwapa wr i tes sto r ies
about women because these stories are fami l iar to her . . . . If
I'm trying to prove something, it is tha t women are first and
foremost human beings!"

In her work, Nwapa views women dialecti-

cally in both traditional and modern day society.

-tu-.

On one hand,
A..

they are powerful figures in the traditiona l culture, economically secure and socially vibrant; yet on t he other , they a r e
bound to a system of male dominance which li mi t s their c ho i ces.
In facing this dilemma, Nwapa's women conf r ont bo th pre- and
post-coloni a l Nigeria in their search for self-determina tion

3

within the confines of their culture.
,'1\

k.-

Nwapa 's attention to women's lives, particularly~villag~
gives her writing a unique oral qual ity in which t he
voices of women define the pattern and structure of he r novels
and short stories.

Nwapa, like many of her male co unterpa rts,

relies heavily on African orature in the form of proverbs,
parables, songs and tales, creating a distinctly African quality
to her written work in English; moreover, her language reflects
the oral tradition in another way.

Nwapa's writing style is

rarely descriptive; the information we receive is passed on to us
by dialogue as it is to the other characters. As in an oral
culture, the characters in her novels and short stories find out
""'\

important news through the market place, at the farm, i n town, or
'-

around the family compound. It is the presence of "talk" as
confiding conversations, sexual banter, child socialization,
Ma-ll'k,5

value judgments, and community palaver which Y-Aderscorea Nwapa's
literature as both Afrocentric and women-ce ntered.
Efuru (1966), Nwapa's first novel, is concerned with the

4

village community of Oguta where Nwapa was raised. Efuru, the
protagonist, is a "remarkable" woman: She is beautiful,
intelligent, and a successful trader, yet she has one severe
flaw--she cannot have a child . Although she respects her
village traditions, she does not always follow them.

She chooses

both her husbands without familial approval and both marriages
end disastrously. Yet even t houg h she cannot meet the conventional requirements of the society as wife and mother, Efuru
is given another option in which to serve her community--as the
worshipper of the lake deity, Uhamiri.

As a child, Nwapa was

fascinated with the stories of Uhamiri, and it is through this
powerful female god that Efuru takes her p lac e as a full citizen
of her society. Throughout the novel, Efuru wrestles with her
situation and, by the end, finds a path different fro m the
conventional one for women, yet her choice is within the
framework of the community's structure.

The problem Efuru poses

is that this option is one which is not open to all women who,
for biological or other reasons, do not fit into traditional West
African society.

Moreover, even though the ending seems a
5

positive one for Efuru, we are left with a question:
Efuru slept soundly that night. She dreamt of the
woman of the lake, her beauty, her long hair and ~er
riches. . . . She gave women beauty and wealth but
she had no child. She had never experienced the joy
of motherhood . Why then did the women worship her?"
( 281) .

The themes present in Efuru surface in the majority of
Nwapa's works.

She examines the relationship of the individual--

in particular, the individual woman--to her community, an
important motif in contemporary African literature; furthermore,
she explores women's central role in the society as mother and
educator of the children as well as the painful theme of ch i ldlessness.

As critic Juliet Okonkwo comments, "Since the

primary purpose in the Igbo marriage is to raise a fami l y," the
childless Efuru can neither be what society expects of her nor
can she fulfill herself within that context. Even though she is
wealthy, beautiful, generous and kind, the childless Efuru is
seen as deficient within her cultural milieu.

Whi l e t here is

another option fo r Efuru , the questions this issue raises are
left open, and Nwapa returns to this theme in her next nove l , Idu.

6

At the time of Efuru ;s publication, cri ti cal response tended
to be negative or indifferent at best. Nwapa was seen as a
mediocre copy of Chinua Achebe or as a writer overly concerned
with unimportant things--such as women;s lives. Ironically, one
of her harshest critics, Eustace Palmer, addressed one of her
greatest strengths as an African writer, although he saw it as a
fault: "It is as if Flora Nwapa has set herself the task of
writing an East Nigerian epic and wants to e nsure, whatever the
subject matter, her novel should embody the culture and spiri t of
her tribe."

What Palmer failed to realize, although it has been

acknowledged by contemporary critics of Nwapa, is that her
subject rnatter--the place of women in a communal village
society--is inextricable from her representation of her culture
and its oral traditions. Today, Efuru is seen as an early classic
of African literature since it explores a world close to its
precolonial roots and women;s important role in that world.
Adewale Maja-Pearce,, ·

~

calls Efuru an

"indisputable masterpiece . . . which will, I;rn sure, come to be
recognized as one of the greatest novels of th e tw entieth
7

century."
As evinced in her second novel, Idu (1970), Nwapa

had not

fully addressed all the issues that concerned her in Efuru.

Even

with the contradictions implied in.§.!~.£~, it is not a grave
novel; Idu, on the other hand, is somber in tone and subject.
Like Efuru, Idu is a successful trader, well thought of in her
community, and known for her good deeds, but they differ in one
respect: Idu is happily married to Adiewere . Idu's conflict comes
because she, too, is unable to have a child and her husband
refuses to marry a second wife. This conflict between the needs
of the individual and the demands of the community has gained in
intensity since the earlier novel . Lloyd Brown comments that
there is a "tightly knit, even suffocating communality in Id u 's
world." The somber tone of the novel comes from a number of
personal disasters that take place in an environment of natural
calamities and disturbances. These incidents foreshadow the
novel's end--the tragic deaths of both Idu and Adiewere.

rau,

who has finally conceived and given birth to a boy, is again
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pregnant when Adiewere, who has suffered from an unnamed illness
throughout the novel, dies. In a ending which has disturbed both
readers and critics, Idu wills herself to die, thus ending her
own life and that of her unborn child.

Idu states, "I am going

with my husband. Both of us will go to the land of the dead. It
<:;./

0 ~-il{t.y.

will be even better there

For Idu, death is not the

worst alternative; she sees no alternatives in life. Idu's choice
is indeed a tragic one, not only because of the useless death of
her unborn child but because she could see no life-giving options
by remaining alive. Although the novel Efuru

has a more positive

approach in dealing with the conflicts of women in a maledominated society, it is necessary to note that Idu's choice has
also been a historical option for women unable to fit into
society's conventions.
Critical attitudes at the time of Idu's publication appeared
to be based on moral outrage: They did not find the ending

d

acceptable. African critic A~eola James commented that although
the theme--which questions the dominant attitudes of Africans

9

towards children as the sole basis of marriage--is important,
Nwapa leaves the deep moral questions surrounding Idu's actions
unanswered. In response to James and others who called the ending
of Idu fantastic and morally unacceptable, Ernest Emenyonu has
stated that their judgments were indicative of a larger problem-how to judge African literature without being limited by Eurocentric prejudices.

He then calls rau a successful novel in

terms of "validity of content as well as appropriateness of
form." Nwapa, in response to the critics who questioned the
validity of the novel, comments that the story is "authentic,"
one that she heard from her mother. Nwapa returns to this issue
of childlessness and the demand for children in her third fulllength novel, One is Enough ( 1981).
Both Efuru and Idu were published in Heinemann's African
Writers series; Nwapa's next book, a collection of shor t stories
This is Lagos (1971), not only changed the direction of the
material--moving for the most part from the rural village to the
urban capital--but it was also publ is hed by a Nigerian press,
Nwamife (Nwankwo-Ifejika) . Although her transition to Nwamife
10

helped to bolster Nigerian readership and the Nigerian publishi ng
industry, it did cut back on critical responses to this
collection--unfortunately, the majority of critical writings on
African literature still tends to focus on materials published in
the US or UK. This collection centers primarily on young people
from the villages in Nwapa's Igboland who move to Lagos, alt ho ugh
the last two stories are concerned with the time preceding the
Biafran war. The title story, "This is Lagos," is about the
breakdown of traditional culture and family systems in Lagos.
Soha, a quiet girl from a village in Eastern Nigeria, goes to live
in Lagos with her aunt. Her mother warns her that "Lagos men do
not just chase women, they snatch them" ~Soha, swayed by the
materialism of the big city, falls for a young man with a big car
and soon is out of her aunt's control--living the high life in
Lagos. Other stories revolve around female narrators and are
concerned with, for example, an adolescent on "we we"
(marijuana), a Lagos man trying unsuccessfully to seduce a woman
in the provincial capital (Enugu), and a young woman with two
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small children who loses her husband and then is accused by his
family of stealing his money. The last two stories in this
collection recount the days after the 1966 military coup which
eventually plunged Nigeria into a devastating civil war.
Like Chinua Achebe and other Nigerian writers, Nwapa turned
away from writing novels at this time since the upheaval in their
country did not offer the leisure to write at length--only
snatches of time for short stories and poetry.

The aftermath of

this turbulence may also account for the brevity of her next two
works after This is Lagos.

The first is a novella of the

Nigerian civil war, Never Again, and the second is another
collection of short stories, Wives at War.

Like other Igbos
I

' J.

ika-1~_111. 1 \Jrr s,

J

during the war, Nwapa (who was Assistant Registrar at~ of
Lagos), her husband (industrialist Gogo Nwakuche), and their
family were forced to leave Lagos and return to her natal
......

<lt$ ru./f-10-,
village, Oguta. It is reflections on this a~couHt as well as on
the disaster that followed which she dispassionately
Never Again (1975).

details in

Nwapa was well suited to write this novel l a

12

of the Nigerian civil war, not only because of her past career as
a writer and her personal experience during the fighting but also
because she was involved in the administration of th e for mer
Biafra after the war as a member of the East Central State
Executive Council.

Her experiences before, throughout, and after

the war inform Never Again--probably more important for its
documentation than its literary merit; the novella is a mix t ure
of personal vindication and social commentary which clearly
reflects Nwapa~s anti-war sentiments.
With the release of Never Again, Nwapa made a big change
in her writing career; she became a publisher. In 1975,

sl..,Q.,

rrrz:sr

had

A

left her position as Commissioner and planned to devote her time
11-J-

to writing, but she admits she was unable to write in isolation
A.

of her house; she needed interaction with others outside the home
environment. Moreover, she saw her publishing role enhancing
her position as writer, not limiting it: "I have to be very busy
to be able to write. You have greater freedom as writer and
publisher in terms of what shape your book will have; you are i n
control of these things." Still, the relat ive freedom of
13

publishing her own work as well as others' has posed some
problems for Nwapa. First, import duty and currency changes have
often left her newly published books stranded at the docks.
Second, a small editorial staff has not had the resources with
which to produce error-free publications; thus, the books abound
with typographical mistakes and suffer from the want of careful
editing. Fina l ly, because of the lack of communication between
Nigeria and other African countries and the West, there has not
been much distribution or critical response to her later
publications; however, three of her recent works for adul ts ,
Never Again, Wives at War and Once is Enough, and a chi l dren's
book, ~~~my~~' are now being distribu t ed by Thr ee Continents
Press in Washington D.

c.,

which may ameliorate the lack of

response somewhat.
Wives at war (1980) is Nwapa's second collectio n of short
stories and is much more somber and ang r y than This is Lagos,
perhaps owing to her experiences during the Nigerian civil war.
Most of the stories in the collection concern war, the aftermath

14

of war, and the social disintegration of the society; Nwapa's
emphasis--which differs from that of many Nigerian male writers-is on the participation of women during the war, il l ustrated in
the title story. Moreover, Nwapa explores the devastating effect
of the war on women's lives. Three other stories deal with
women ' s roles in changing Nigeria; one, "Man Palaver," is
particularly in triguing since it foreshadows Nwapa's most recent
novel, One is ~nough.
J

One is Enough, Nwapa s third, full-length nove~ returns to
one of her predominant themes--that of the child l ess woman; yet
this novel exposes a more radical feminist stance than her
earlier ones. The protagonist, Amaku, wants nothing more than to
have a home and family, yet she cannot have a child. Ridiculed by
her mother-in-law and humiliated by her husband Obiora , she
chooses to leave her matrimonial home to strike out on her own in
Lagos. In the capital, she quickly becomes rich working as a
"cash madam" (a woman who sells building contracts) a nd becomes
sexually involved with a priest. Eventually she becomes pregnant

15

by this priest and she gives birth to twins . The priest decides

h,~

to give up his vocation to marry her, but she refuses even in
I\

opposition to her mother, making it clear that indeed one hu sband
is enough: "As a wife, I am never free. I am a shadow of myself .
When I rid myself of Obiora, things started worki n g for me. I
don't want to go back to my 'wifely' days. No, I am t hrough with
husbandtS ~
It is unfortunate that there has been little critical
response to this novel because it poses some i nteresting
questions about the Nigerian woman and Niger i an society in
general. Amaku appears as the independent modern woman who denies
community rules and familial advice to chose her own p ath i n
life. Yet as a heroine, Arnaku is a strange choice since she is
obviously a powerful woman in an illegal trade clea r ly opposed to
the economic health of her country. When questioned on this
issue, Nwapa has commented: "Well, it is Arnaku's story a nd it is
h e r ~ story. There are many people who do t his in our soc i ety.
If the evils are relevant to the stories I am tellin g , I will
include them; it does not mean that I approve of it." Arnaku i s
16

sympathetic to readers because she takes positive steps to
liberate herself from the unjust restrictions placed on childless
women by this West African society; yet the means by whic h she
succeeds is based in a system which has eventually bankrupted
Nigeria.

Since she tends to record rather than reform, Nwapa

does not make a moral judgment on her character;s actions;
therefore, the reader may feel uncomfortable with Amaku;s
triumph. Still, in ligh t of Amaku's position, there are few other

to he,
options open~o support herself and preserve dignity .
Nwapa's reflections on the role of women in both precolonial
and modern Nigerian society place women at "the heart of the
turmoil of their continent," as critic Maryse Conre notes. From
rural women like Efuru and Idu to new urbanites like Kate and
Amaku, these women make choices about their lives, taking what
th ey can from both the traditional and modern-day cultures to try
and forge some life fo r themselves and their communities.
d.r.Jfop4u'lle
Of the early writers in African literature written in
~

Q_

)

English, Flora Nwapa has lPerhapsf b ~ the least ack nowledged; it
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is probable that this lack of atte ntion has a simple explanation:
Nwapa is a woman writing about the lives of women which makes
her even further removed from the attention of the literary
,,

J_

-r,,e
mainstream than the already marginal~African male writers. With
A

'

w r~

new approaches to African literature and more women critics,
I'\

Nwapa;s works are receiving some of the recognition they deserv~
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N-Wipa is continuing with her publishing house, Tana Press (Flora

Nwapa & Co), and her new novel, Women are Ditferent, which
reee.--f-/';/

further explores the place of women in Nigerian societ y, has j:tts::tbeen published in Nigeria . She has also recently finished a new
piece, cassava song and is working on a collection of s hort

-------;

stories. For most contemporary critics of African l iterature,
Nwapa;s position as a foremother of modern Af rican wornen;s
writings is secure, for it is through the voices of her classic
novel, Efuru, and her other works that the undocumented wome n
storytellers in Afri can villages are heard.
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Flora Nwapa, a novelist, publisher, short-story
writer, and author of children's books, is best
known as the first female novelist in Nigeria and the
first African woman to write and publish a novel in
English (Efuru, 1966). Although early critics of African literature did not recognize the significance of
her work, Nwapa is now widely praised for her
ability to adapt the English language to capture the
flavor of the Igbo idiom. Nwapa offers to readers a
fresh perspective on traditional West African culture and modern Nigeria, by exploring a woman's
point of view; furthermore, her use of the oral
tradition and the folk language of village women
reflects a commitment to create literature from the
orature of her foremothers.
Nwapa, the eldest of six children, was born in
the lake village of Ogutaylalo -BttH:s, ~ast Central
Nigeria, the area in which most of her fictions are
set. As a child she was surrounded by women who
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told tales and sang songs, and she freely admits that
these women, including her mother, have informed
her art. This influence is evident in all of Nwapa's
work, which has been summarized by critic Prema
Nandakumar as "an expansion of an African tale."
Nwapa left Oguta to finish her schooling, first in the
coastal town of Port Harcourt and later in Lagos,
the capital. In 1957, after receiving her B.A. from
the University of Ibadan, she went to Edinburgh
University in Scotland for her diploma in education, which she earned the following year. After her
return to Nigeria she served as an education Officer
in Calabar and began teaching English and geography in Eastern Nigeria. She is married to Gogo
Nwakuche, an industrialist.
All Nwapa's fiction for adults centers on the
role of women in Nigerian society, whether urban
or rural. Her earliest works are based in the rural
village of her childhood, but later works have
branched out into the hectic world of Lagos.
Nwapa's concern for women's rights and their position in Nigerian society is apparent in her comments
on her reasons for writing (in an interview with Gay
Wilentz): "Flora Nwapa writes stories about women
because these stories are familiar to her.j. .. If I'm
trying to prove something, it is that women are first
and foremost human beings!" Nwapa views women
dialectically in both traditional and modern society.
On the one hand, they are powerful figures in
traditional culture, economically secure and socially
vibrant; yet, on the other, they are bound to a
system of male dominance that limits their choices.
In facing this dilemma, Nwapa's women confront
both pre- and postcolonial Nigeria in their search
for self-determination within the confines of their
culture.
Nwapa's attention to women's lives, particularly in the villages, gives her writing an oral quality
in which the voices of women define the pattern and
structure of her novels and short stories. Nwapa,
like many of her male counterparts, relies heavily
on African orature in the form of proverbs, parables, songs, and tales, thus creating a distinctly
African quality to her written work in English;
moreover, her writing reflects the oral tradition in
another way. Nwapa's style is rarely descriptive;
information is passed on by dialogue. As in an oral
culture the characters in her novels and short stories find out important news through contacts at the
marketplace, at the farm, in town, or around the
family compound. The presence of confiding conversations, sexual banter, child socialization, value
judgments, and community palaver marks Nwapa's
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literature as both "Afrocentric" and women centered.
Efaru, Nwapa's first novel, is set in the village
community of Oguta, where Nwapa was raised.
Efuru,---the protagonist, is a remarkable woman:
beautiful, intelligent, a~ccessful as a trader. Yet
she has one severe fla I-ls e cannot have a child.
Although she respects
r village traditions, she
does not always follow them. She chooses both her
husbands without familial approval and both marriages end disastrously. Yet, even though she cannot, as wife and mother, meet the conventional
requirements of the society, Efuru is giv~~other
option in which to serve her communi~!<JS the
worshipper of the lake deity, Uhamiri. As child
Nwapa was fascinated with the stories of Uhamiri,
and through this powerful female god Efuru takes
her place as a full citizen of her society. Throughout
the novel Efuru wrestles with her situation and, by
the end, finds a path different from the conventional
one for women, yet her choice is within the framework of the community structure. The problem
Efaru poses is that this option is not open to all
women who, for biological or other reasons, do not
fit into traditional West African society. Moreover, ··
even though the ending seems a positive one for
Efuru, readers are left with a question: "Efuru slept
soundly that night. She dreamt of the woman of the
lake, her beauty, her long hair and her riches./.. .
She gave women beauty and wealth but she had· no
child. She had never experienced the joy of motherhood. Why then did the women worship her?"
The themes present in Efaru surface in the
majority of Nwapa's works, as she examines the
relationship of the individua(c!,i particular, the
individual womt1'f))o the community, an important motif in contemporary African literature. Furthermorekhe explores the theme of women's central
roles, as mothers and educators of children, as well
as the painful theme of childlessness. As critic Juliet
Okonkwo comments in her 1971 essay, "Adam and
Eve," "Since the primary purpose in the Igbo marriage is to raise a family," the childless Efuru can
neither be what society expects of her nor can she
fulfill herself within that context. Even though she
is wealthy, beautiful, generous, and kind, the childless Efuru is seen as deficient within her cultural
milieu. While there is another option for Efuru, the
questions that this issue raises are left open, and
Nwapa returns to this theme in her next novel, Idu
(1970). At the time EJuru was published, critical
response tended to be negative or indifferent at
best. Nwapa was seen as a mediocre copy of Chinua
Achebe, or as a writer overly concerned with unim-
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portant things, such as women's lives. Ironically
one of her harshest critics, Eustace Palmer (A.fru:an
Literature Today, 1968), addressed in his review one
of her greatest strengths as an African writer, although.he saw it as a fault: "It is as if Flora Nwapa
has set herself the task of writing an East Nigerian
epic and wants to ensure, whatever the subject matter, her novel should embody the culture and spirit
of her tribe." What Palmer failed to realize, although it has been acknowledged by recent critics of
Nwapa, is that her subject mattele place of
women in a communal village societ -11 inextricable from her representation of her cu ure and its
oral traditions. Today Efuru is seen as an early
classic of African literature, since it explores a world
close to its precolonial roots and women's important roles in that world. In 1983~Adewale MajaPearce (writing for the journal Okike) called Efuru an
"indisputable masterpiece ... which will, I'm sure,
come to be recognized as one of the greatest novels
of the twentieth century."
As evinced in ldu, Nwapa had not in Efaru
c.,\LW., fully addressed all the issues that concerned her.
-A~'> Even with the contradictions implied in Efaru, it is
. '\~...,,._, not a gravely serious novel; ldu, on the other hand,
f\Q, IJ\
is somber in tone and subject matter. Like the character Efuru, Idu is a successful trader, well thought
of in her community, and known for her good
deeds, but the protagonists differ in one respect: Idu
is happily married to Adiewere. Idu's conflict comes
because she, too, is apparently unable to have a
child, and her husband refuses to marry a second
wife. This conflict between the needs of the individual and the demands of the community is more
intense than it is in Nwapa's earlier novel. The
somber tone of the novel comes from the personal
disasters that take place in an environment of natural calamities and disturbances. These incidents
foreshadow the tragic deaths of Idu and Adiewere
at the end of the novel. Idu, who has finally conceived and given birth to a boy, is again pregnant
when Adiewere, who has suffered from an unnamed illness throughout the novel, dies. In an
ending that has disturbed both readers and critics,
Idu wills herself to die, thus ending her own life and
that of her unborn child. Idu states: "I am going
with my husband. Both of us will go to the land of
the dead. It will be even better there." For Idu,
death is not the worst alternative; she sees no alternatives in life. Idu's choice is tragic, not only because of the useless death of her unborn child but
because she could see no life-giving options. Although Efaru has a more positive approach in dealing with the conflicts of women in a male-domi-
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nated society, Idu's choice has also been a historical
option for women unable to fit into society.
Critical attitudes at the time Idu was published
appear to have been based on moral outrage: critics
did not--£nd the ending acceptable. African critic
Adeola James commented in Af~ Literature Today
(1971) that, although the them~hich questions
the dominant attitudes of A~ns toward children
as the sole basis of marriag~ important, Nwapa
leaves the deep moral questions surrounding Idu's
actions unanswered. In response to James and others who called the ending of Idu fantastic and morally unacceptable, Ernest Emenyonu has stated that
their judgments were indicative of a larger problem:
how to judge African literature without being limited by Eurocentric prejudices. He calls Idu a successful novel in terms of "validity of content as well
as appropriateness of form." Nwapa, responding to
the critics who questioned the validity of the novel,
told Wilentz that the story is "authentic," one
Nwapa heard from her mother. Nwapa returns to
this issue of childlessness and the demand for children in her third full-length novel, One Is Enough
(1981).
Both Efuru and Idu were published in
Heinemann's African Writers Series; Nwapa's next
book, a collection of short stories This Is Lagos
(1971), not only changed the direction of her approach and her materia@oving for the m~t part
from the rural village to the urban capita -I ut it
was also published by a Nigerian compa y . Although this situation helped bolster Nigerian readership and the Nigerian publishing industry, it did
cut back on critical response to the book. Unfortunately the majority of critical writing on African
literature still tends to focus on materials published
in the United States or Great Britain. This Is Lagos
centers primarily on young people from the villages
in Nwapa's Igboland who move to Lagos, a ~
the last two stories focus on the time preceding tlie
Biafran war. The title story is about the breakdown
of traditional culture and family systems in Lagos.
Soha, a quiet girl from a village in eastern Nigeria,
goes to live in Lagos with her aunt. Her mother
warns her that "Lagos men do not just chase
women, they snatch them." Saha, swayed by the
materialism of the big city, falls for a young man
with a big car and is soon out of her aunt's control,
living the high life in Lagos. Other stories revolve
around female narrators and are concerned with,
for example, an adolescent on "we we" (marijuana),
a Lagos man trying unsuccessfully to seduce a
woman in the provincial capital (Enugu), and a
young woman with two small children who loses
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her husband and then is accused by his.family of
stealing his money. The last two storieslcollection
recount the days after the 1966 military c6~p, which
eventually plunged Nigeria into a devastating civil
war. .....,
Like Achebe and other Nigerian writers,
Nwapa turned away from writing novels at this
time, since the upheaval in their country did not
offer the leisure to write at lengtHnly snatches of (
time for short stories and poetry~he aftermath of
this turbulence may also account for the brevity of
her next two adult-oriented works after This Is
Lagos. The first is a novella about the civil war,
Never Again (1975), and the second is another collection of short stories, Wwes at War (1980). Like other
Igbos ~ h e war, Nwapa (who was then assistant registrar at the University of Lagos), her husband and their family were forced to leave Lagos
and return t o ~ ~ in their case Oguta.
Reflections on ilils aisruptfon as well as on the
disaster that followed are dispassionately detailed in
Never Again. Nwapa was well suited to write this
novella on the Nigerian civil war, not only because
of her past career as a writer and her personal
experience during the fighting but also because she
was involved in the administration of the former
Biafra after the war as a member of the East Central
State Executive Council. Her experiences before,
throughout, and after the war inform Never Again,
which is probably more important for its documentation than its literary merit. The novella is a mixture of personal vindication and social commentary,
and it clearly reflects Nwapa's antiwar sentiments.
After the release of Never Again Nwapa made a
big change in her writing career; she became a
publisher. Early in 1975 she had left her position as
government commissioner and planned to devote
her time to writing, but she was unable to write in
the isolation of her house; she needed interaction
with others outside the home environment. Moreover she saw her publishing role as enhancing her
position as a writer, not limiting it: "I have to be
very busy to be able to write," she told Wilentz,
"You have greater freedom as writer and publisher
in terms of what shape your book will have; you are
in control of these things." Still, the relative freedom of publishing her own work (with the Tana
Press) as well as·~
has posed some problems
for Nwapa. First, import-duty and currency changes
have often left her newly published books stranded
at the docks. Second, a small editorial staff has not
had the resources with which to produce error-free
publications. Thus the books have typographical
mistakes and suffer from the want of careful editing.
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Finally, because of the lack of communication between Nigeria and other African countries and the
West, there has not been much distribution or critical response to her later publicatiB-However,
three of.<her recent works for~ult -I ever Again,
Wives at War, and One Is Enoug. -I nd r children's
book Mammywater (1979) ar e n
being distributed
by Africa World Press in Trenton, New Jersey,
which may ameliorate the lack of response.
Wives at War is much more somber and angry
than This Is Lagos, perhaps because of her experiences during the civil war. Most of the stories in the
collection concern war, the aftermath of the war,
and the ~al disintegration of the society. Nwapa's
emphasist=.IJvhi~differs from that of many male
Nigerian writer · - I on the participation of women
during the war, i ustrated in the title story, "Wives
at War." Moreover Nwapa explores the devastating
effect of the war on women's lives. Three other
stories deal with women's roles in a changing Nigeria; one, "Man Palaver," foreshadows Nwapa's
, mosr x:e,c~ novel, One Is Enough.
In One Is Enough Nwapa returns to the plight of
the childless woman; yet the novel exposes a more
radical feminist stance than her earlier ones. The
protagonist, Amaku, wants nothing more than to
have a home and family , yet she cannot have a
child. Ridiculed by her mother-in-law and humiliated by her husband, Obiora, she chooses to leave
her matrimonial home to strike out on her own in
Lagos. In the capital she quickly becomes rich working as a "cash madam" (a woman who sells building
contracts) and becomes sexually involved with a
priest. Eventually she becomes pregnant by this
priest and gives birth to twins. The priest decides to
give up his vocation to marry her, but she refuses
him even in opposition to her mother, making it
clear that, indeed, one husband is enough: "As a
wife, I am never free. I am a shadow of myself.
When I rid myself of Obiora, things started working for me. I don't want go back to my 'wifely' days.
No, I am through with husbands."
Unfortunately there has been little critical response to this novel, though it poses some interesting questions about the Nigerian woman and Nigerian society in general. Amaku appears as the independent modern woman who denies community
rules and familial advice to chose her own path in
life. Yet, as a heroine, Amaku is a strange choice
because she is obviously a powerful woman in an
illegal trade that is clearly injurious to the economic
health of her country. When questioned on this
issue, Nwapa told Wilentz that "it is Amaku's story
and it is her own story. T here are many people who
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do this in our society. If the evils are relevant to the
stories I am telling, I will include them; it does not
mean that I approve of it." Amaku is attractive to
readers because she takes positive steps to liberate
herself-trom the unjust restrictions placed on childless women by this West African society; yet the
way she succeeds is based in a system that eventu·
ally bankrupted Nigeria. Since she tends to record
rather than reform, Nwapa does not make a moral
judgment on her character's actions; therefore, the
reader may feel uncomfortable with Amaku's triumph. Still, in light of Amaku's position, there are
few other options open to her to support herself and
preserve her dignity.
Nwapa's reflections on the role of women in
both precolonial and modern Nigerian society place
women at "the heart of the turmoil of their continent," as Conde notes. From rural women such as
Efuru and Idu to the new urbanites Kate and
Amaku, these women make choices about their
lives, taking what they can from both the traditional
and modern cultures to try to forge a life for themselves and their communities.
Of the early writers in anglophone African
literature, Flora Nwapa has been perhaps the least
acknowledged; probably this lack of attention has a
simple explanation: Nwapa is a woman writing
about the lives of women, a situation that makes her
even further removed from the attention of the
literary mainstream than the already-marginalized
male African writers. With new approaches to African literatu~ed with more women critics,
Nwapa's work - articularly her first two novels,
Efaru and Id -I re receiving more of the recognition they deserve. She is continuing to work with
her publishing house, Tana Press/Flora Nwapa and
Company, and her novel Women Are Different, which
further explores the place of women in Nigerian
society, was published in 1986. She has also published Cassava Song and Rice Song (1986), and is
working on a collect10n of short stories. For most
contemporary critics of African literature, Nwapa's
position as a foremother of modern African
women's writings is secure, for through the voices
of her classic novel Efaru and her other works the
previously undocumented women storytellers in African villages are heard.
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